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A semi-analytical solution considering the vertical unsaturated flow is developed for groundwater
flow in response to a slug test in an unconfined aquifer in Laplace space. The new solution incorporates
the effects of partial penetrating, anisotropy, vertical unsaturated flow, and a moving water table
boundary. Compared to the Kansas Geological Survey (KGS) model, the new solution can significantly
improve the fittings of the modeled to the measured hydraulic heads at the late stage of slug tests in
an unconfined aquifer, particularly when the slug well has a partially submerged screen and moisture
drainage above the water table is significant. The radial hydraulic conductivities estimated with the
new solution are comparable to those from the KGS, Bouwer and Rice, and Hvorslev methods. In addition,
the new solution also can be used to examine the vertical conductivity, specific storage, specific yield, and
the moisture retention parameters in an unconfined aquifer based on slug test data.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Slug test is one of the most important methods and the most
common technique for estimating hydraulic conductivity in a
groundwater study. For estimations of the hydraulic conductivity
by fittings of the modeled to the measured hydraulic heads in a
slug test, three-dimensional solution developed by Hyder et al.
(1994), which is also the basis of the popular Kansas Geology Sur-
vey (KGS) model, is the most used method. Malama et al. (2011)
provided an alternative three dimensional solution considering a
moving water table boundary and the inertial effect. For simple
estimation of the radial hydraulic conductivity, two dimensional
methods by Hvorslev (1951), Cooper, Bredehoeft and Papadopulos
(CBP) (Cooper et al., 1967), Dagan (1978), and the Bouwer and Rice
(1976; Bouwer, 1989) are still considered the most popular meth-
ods, due to their easy usage. Discussions by Chirlin (1989), Chapuis
(1998) and Butler (1998) summarized the theories underlying
those classical methods. During recent years, sensitivity analyses
of the effects of hydraulic parameters on the conductivity estima-
tions in a slug test, including the storativity and vertical anisotropy
have been conducted. They have resulted in many valuable recom-
mendations for improving the procedures of data collection and
analyses of a slug test (Butler, 1996, 1998; Butler and Healey,
1998; Butler et al., 1994, 1996; Hyder and Butler, 1995; McElwee
et al., 1995a,b; Zurbuchen et al., 2002). Relatively, the effect of
unsaturated flow on the hydraulic head in a slug test has been
largely ignored due to its complexity and the assumption that
influence of unsaturated flow could be neglected in the analyses
of unconfined tests because of the small time scale involved
(Butler, 1998; Weeber and Narasimhan, 1997; Stanford and
McElwee, 2000). However, it is now generally accepted that there
are two components in the flow of an unconfined aquifer: an
instantaneous component to account for aquifer compressibility
and a non-instantaneous component for slow drainage from the
unsaturated zone of the aquifer (Mathias and Butler, 2006;
Moench, 2008). Inclusions of the unsaturated flow in pumping
tests have been proven to significantly improve the fitting accuracy
between the analytical and the measured hydraulic heads
(Moench, 2003, 2008; Mathias and Butler, 2006; Nwankwor
et al., 1992; Tartakovsky and Neuman, 2007; Mishra and
Neuman, 2010, 2011). The current study will attempt to prove that
fitting accuracy between the modeled and measured hydraulic
heads for the late stage of a slug test can be significantly improved
when the unsaturated flow and delayed yield are considered.

Hence, the objective of this paper is to derive a semi-analytical
model that can improve the fittings of the modeled hydraulic
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Notation

Most of the dimensionless parameters were defined in Table 1, where
a notation with a subscript D and a subscript 1 stand for a
standardized and linearized parameter. The remaining
dimensionless parameters were defined by their corre-
sponding equations in the text.

ac moisture retention exponent (L�1)
ak relative conductivity exponent (L�1)
b thickness of the saturated aquifer (L)
c(w) specific moisture capacity at pressure w (L�1)
d upper depth of the well screen (L)
ds skin thickness, and average well skin (L)
h hydraulic head outside the slug well (L)
hs average well skin head (L)
H(0), H initial hydraulic head inside the slug well (L)
H(t) water level in the slug well at time t (L)
Io zero-order modified Bessel function’s first kind
Ko zero-order modified Bessel function’s second kind
Kr hydraulic conductivity in the radial direction (L/T)
Ks hydraulic conductivity of the well skin (L/T)
Kz hydraulic conductivity in the vertical direction (L/T)
k(w) relative conductivity at pressure w (dimensionless)

l lower depth of the well screen (L)
m thickness of the unsaturated aquifer (L)
p1, p Laplace time
r radial distance away from the slug well (L)
rc the radius of the well case (L)
rw the effective radius of the well screen (L)
Ss specific storage coefficient (L�1)
Sy the specific yield (dimensionless)
t time since the beginning of an instantaneous slug

displacement (T)
z elevation relative to the reference free surface (L)
hðwÞ moisture water content at pressure w
hr residual moisture water content
ws pressure head at which the aquifer starts to desaturate/

air entry pressure (L)
g elevation of the free surface (top of the capillary fringe)

(L)
/ hydraulic head in the unsaturated zone (L)
w pressure head (L)
l screen length (l � d) (L)
UðzÞ step function (=1 at �l � z � �d; =0 at all other z values)
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head to the measured head in a slug test that incorporates the
unsaturated flow of a finite thickness to allow moisture capacity
and relatively conductivity consideration, in addition to the con-
sideration of aquifer compressibility. The derived model consid-
ered the linearized unsaturated Richards’ equation (1931)
following the work of Mathias and Butler (2006) and Kroszynski
and Dagan (1975)’s approaches. The solution was obtained in
Laplace space and was inverted numerically by de Hoog et al.
(1982)’s algorithm. The applicability of the new solution was
demonstrated by its applications to the hydraulic heads of slug
tests from Houston and Braun (2004) at the Fort Worth, Texas
site. The new solution extends the KGS’s model (Hyder et al.,
1994) and Malama et al. (2011)’s moving water boundary model
to include the vertical unsaturated flow. It significantly improved
the fittings of the analytical to the measured hydraulic heads dur-
ing the late stage of a slug test when the unsaturated drainage is
significant. The new solution can also be used to analyze the
unsaturated moisture parameters and specific yield from a slug
test in an unconfined aquifer.
Fig. 1. The component sketch of a well used in the mathematical model of a slug
test in an unconfined aquifer.
2. Theory

2.1. Mathematical model

The governing equation representing an axisymmetric ground-
water flow to a partially penetrating slug well in a compressible,
anisotropic, and unconfined aquifer can be written as (Butler,
1998; Hyder et al., 1994):

@2h
@r2

þ 1
r
@h
@r

þ Kz@
2h

Kr@z2
¼ Ss@h

Kr@t
ð1Þ

where h is the hydraulic head outside the slug well, r is the radial
distance away from the center of the slug well (Fig. 1), t is the time
since the beginning of an instantaneous slug displacement, Ss is the
specific storage coefficient, z is the elevation/displacement relative
to the water table, and Kr and Kz are the hydraulic conductivities
in the radial and vertical directions respectively.

Following Mathias and Butler (2006, p.3)’s Eq. (2), setting the
‘‘free surface” on top of the capillary fringe and water table at
z = �g, the initial and boundary conditions are:
hðr; z;0Þ ¼ ws rw < r < 1 and � b � z � �g ð2Þ
hð1; z; tÞ ¼ ws � b � z � �g ð3Þ
@h
@z

ðr;�b; tÞ ¼ 0 ð4Þ

where ws is the pressure head at which the aquifer starts to desat-
urate, also called the air entry pressure, g is the elevation of the
‘‘free surface” and b is the thickness of the saturated aquifer. The
‘‘free surface” is placed on top of the capillary fringe, instead of bot-
tom, to simplify the expressions related to the unsaturated flow.

At the water table �g, the boundary condition is:

@hðr;g; tÞ
@z

¼ @/ðr;g; tÞ
@z

z ¼ �g ð5Þ

where / is the hydraulic head in the unsaturated zone. Notice (5) is
a moving water table boundary condition. Eq. (5) implies that the
equilibrium profile of soil moisture versus depth, in the unsaturated
and nearly saturated zone, moves instantaneously in the vertical
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direction by an amount equal to the change in altitude of the water
table.

The initial slug height in the well is:
Hð0Þ ¼ Ho ð6Þ
where H(0) and Ho are the initial hydraulic head inside the slug
well.

The mass balance flow equations for the above, across, and
below the well screen between the well and the aquifer are:

2prwKrd
@hðrw; z; tÞ

@r
¼ 0 z � �d ð7aÞ

2prwKrðl� dÞ @hðrw; z; tÞ
@r

¼ pr2c
@HðtÞ
@t

� l � z � �d ð7bÞ

2prwKrðb� lÞ @hðrw; z; tÞ
@r

¼ 0 z � �l ð7cÞ

where H(t) is the level of water in the slug well at time t, rw is the
effective radius of the well screen, rc is the radius of the well case,
l and d are the lower and upper depths of the well screen.

Adding the left and right sides of (7a–7c) respectively yields the
mass conservation equation between the flow in whole aquifer
adjacent to the well screen (r?rw) and flow in the slug well,

2prwKrb
@hðrw; z; tÞ

@r
¼ pr2c

@HðtÞ
@t

UðzÞ ð7Þ

where UðzÞ is a step function, with UðzÞ ¼ 1 at �l � z � �d and
UðzÞ ¼ 0 at z � �d and z � �l:

The setup of the well skin effect in a partially penetrating well
follows Moench(1997)’s approach for a pumping well in an uncon-
fined aquifer and assumes a linear head distribution across the
well skin ds. The head in the slug well, H(t), is related to the average
head in the aquifer adjacent to the slug well screen, hs, by

Ks
ðhs � HðtÞÞ

ds
¼ Kr

@hðrw; z; tÞ
@r

ð8Þ

where Ks is the hydraulic conductivity of the well skin, ds is the skin
thickness, and average well skin head hs is defined as:

hs ¼ 1
l� d

Z �d

�l
hðrw; z; tÞdz ð8aÞ

Following Mathias and Butler (2006)’s approach, assuming that
horizontal unsaturated flow is negligible as compared to vertical
unsaturated flow, the Richards (1931) unsaturated flow equation
is written as:

Kz
@

@z
kðwÞ @/

@z

� �
¼ SycðwÞ @/

@t
where / ¼ wþ z ð9Þ

where Sy is the specific yield, w is the pressure head, / is the
hydraulic head in the unsaturated zone, c(w) and k(w) are the speci-
fic moisture capacity and relative conductivity respectively. Eq. (9)
is subjected to the following initial and boundary conditions:

/ ¼ ws r � rw; z � �gðr; tÞ; t ¼ 0 ð10Þ
/ ¼ h r � rw; z ¼ �gðr; tÞ; t > 0 ð11Þ
@/
@z

¼ 0 r � rw; z ¼ m; t > 0 ð12Þ

For w 6ws,

cðwÞ ¼ aceacðw�wsÞ; kðwÞ ¼ eakðw�wsÞ ð13Þ
where ac is the moisture retention exponent (L�1), ak is the relative
conductivity exponent (L�1), m is the thickness of the unsaturated
aquifer, and from Mishra and Neuman (2010, 2011),

eacðw�wsÞ ¼ hðwÞ � hr
Sy

ð14Þ

where h(w) is the moisture water content at pressure w, and hr is
the residual moisture water content.
2.2. Standardization and linearization

To simplify the above governing equation and boundary and
initial conditions, substitute the dimensionless parameters defined
in Table 1 into Eqs. (1)–(13).

Then, following Mathias and Butler (2006)’s (p. 4, Eqs. (17)–
(23)) approach, based on the method of Dagan (1978) and
Kroszynski and Dagan (1975), assume that the variables can be
expanded in perturbation series using � as small parameters:

hDðrD; zD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �hD1ðrD; zD; tDÞ þ . . . ð15aÞ
/DðrD; zD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �/D1ðrD; zD; tDÞ þ . . . ð15bÞ
wDðrD; zD; tDÞ ¼ �zD þ wsD þ �/D1ðrD; zD; tDÞ þ . . . ð15cÞ
cDðwDÞ ¼ cD0 þ �cD1 þ . . . ð15dÞ
kDðwDÞ ¼ kD0 þ �kD1 þ . . . ð15eÞ
gDðrD; tDÞ ¼ 0þ �gD1ðrD; zD; tDÞ þ . . . ð15fÞ

At the water table, zD ¼ �gDðrD; tDÞ, using (15f) and disregarding
the higher order terms of �, the dimensionless hydraulic heads of
(15a,b) are derived as:

hDðrD;gD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �hD1ðrD;0� �gD1ðrD; tDÞ þ . . . ; tDÞ þ . . . ð16Þ
/DðrD;gD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �/D1ðrD;0� �gD1ðrD; tDÞ þ . . . ; tDÞ þ . . . ð17Þ

The retaining terms of order � in (16) and (17) are:

hDðrD; zD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �hD1ðrD;0; tDÞ þ Oð�2Þ ð18Þ
/DðrD; zD; tDÞ ¼ wsD þ �/D1ðrD;0; tDÞ þ Oð�2Þ ð19Þ

From Mathias and Butler (2006), when � is small enough and
the second-order terms of � are negligible, this linearization
method is valid. Substituting the above � Eqs. (15)–(19) into Eqs.
(1)–(12) and only retaining the terms of order �, the set of dimen-
sionless and linearized equations are given as the following. The
governing equation is:

@2hD1

@r2D
þ 1
rD

@hD1

@rD
þ KD

@2hD1

@z2D
¼ CD

@hD1

@tD
ð20Þ

The initial and boundary conditions are:

hD1ðrD; zD;0Þ ¼ 0 1 < rD < 1 ð21Þ
hD1ð1; zD; tDÞ ¼ 0 tD > 0 ð22Þ
@hD1

@zD
ðrD;�1; tDÞ ¼ 0 tD > 0 ð23Þ

Note that now the nonlinear boundary condition at the water table
in Eq. (5) can be linearized from the unknown surface
zD ¼ �gDðrD; tDÞ to the horizontal plane zD ¼ 0 (one can picture this
transformation as g=b � 0 when b � g).

@hD1ðrD;0; tDÞ
@zD

¼ @/D1ðrD;0; tDÞ
@zD

ð24Þ

Boundary conditions (6)–(8a) are converted to:

HDð0Þ ¼ Ho

b
¼ HDo ð25Þ

@hD1ð1; z; tÞ
@rD

¼ lD
@HD1ðtDÞ

@tD
UðzDÞ � lD � zD � �dD ð26Þ

where lD ¼ lD � dD and UðzDÞ ¼ 1 at �lD � zD � �dD and
UðzDÞ ¼ 0 at zD � �dD and zD � �lD:

HD1ðtDÞ ¼ hsD1 � Sw
@hD1ð1; zd; pÞ

@zD
� lD � zD � �dD ð27Þ

hsD1 ¼ 1
lD

Z �dD

�lD

hD1ðr; z; tÞdzD ð27aÞ



Table 1
Dimensionless parameters.

cDðwDÞ ¼ cðwbÞ; dD ¼ d
b ;hD ¼ h

b ;HD ¼ H
b ;

HDo ¼ Ho
b ; kDðwDÞ ¼ kðwbÞ; lD ¼ l

b ;mD ¼ m
b ;

rD ¼ r
rw
; rwD ¼ rw

b ; Sw ¼ Krds
Ksrw

; tD ¼ 2ðl�dÞKr t
r2c

; zD ¼ z
b ;

/D ¼ /
b ;wD ¼ w

b ;wDs ¼ ws
b ; bD ¼ Kzr2c

2SyKr ðl�dÞb
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Eq. (9) for the governing equation of unsaturated pressure head
is converted to:

bD
@

@zD
kD0ðzDÞ @/D1

@zD

� �
¼ cD0ðzDÞ @/D1

@tD
ð28Þ

where cD0 ¼ cDð�zD þ wDsÞ and kD0 ¼ kDð�zD þ wDsÞ are from (15d)
and (15e) when � ¼ 0. The initial and boundary conditions (10)–
(12) changes to:

/D1 ¼ 0 rD � 1; zD P 0; tD ¼ 0 ð29Þ
/D1 ¼ hD1 rD � 1; zD ¼ 0; tD > 0 ð30Þ
@/D1

@zD
¼ 0 rD � 1; zD ¼ mD; tD > 0 ð31Þ
2.3. Laplace transform

The above linearized Eqs. (20)–(31) are subjected to the Laplace
transform. The transformed governing equation is:

@2�hD1

@r2D
þ 1
rD

@�hD1

@rD
þ KD

@2�hD1

@z2D
¼ CDp1

�hD1 ð32Þ

Boundary conditions are:
�hD1ð1; zD;p1Þ ¼ 0; ð33Þ
@�hD1ðrD;�1;pÞ

@zD
¼ 0 ð34Þ

@�hD1ðrD; 0;p1Þ
@zD

¼ @�/D1ðrD;0; p1Þ
@zD

ð35Þ

The transformed equation for (26) is:

@�hD1

@rD
ð1; zd;p1Þ ¼ lD½�HDo þ pHD1ðp1Þ�UðzDÞ ð36Þ

where UðzDÞ ¼ 1 at �lD � zD � �dD and UðzDÞ ¼ 0 at zD �
�dD and zD � �lD.

The transformed equations for (27) and (27a) are:

HD1ðp1Þ ¼ �hsD1 � Sw
@�hD1ð1; zd;p1Þ

@rD
� ld � zd � �dd ð37Þ

�hsD1 ¼ 1
lD

Z �dD

�lD

�hD1ð1; zd;p1ÞdzD ð37aÞ

The transformed equation for (28) is:

bD
@

@zD
kD0ðzDÞ @

�/D1

@zD1

� �
¼ p1cD0ðzDÞ�/D1 ð38Þ

The transformed boundary conditions of (30) and (31) are:

�/D1 ¼ �hD1 rD � 1; zD ¼ 0 ð39Þ
@�/D1

@zD1
¼ 0 rD � 1; zD ¼ mD ð40Þ
3. Analytical solution in Laplace space

Steps for deriving the solution to Laplace transformed govern-
ing Eq. (32) using the transformed boundary conditions (33)–(40)
are given in the Appendix. The Laplace transformed solution for
the dimensionless normalized head considering the well skin effect
from (A19) is:

HD1ðp1Þ ¼
HDo½Sw þ G�

1þ p1½Sw þ G� ð41Þ

where

GðnÞ ¼ 1
lD

X1
n¼0

K0ðknÞ½sinðenð1� dDÞÞ � sinðenð1� lDÞÞ�2
e2nknK1ðknÞAðenÞ ð42Þ

kn ¼ ðe2nKD þ CDp1Þ1=2, en is the root of en tan½en� ¼ quzðp1Þ, AðenÞ
from (A12) is:

AðenÞ ¼ 1
2
þ sinð2enð1� dDÞÞ � sinð2enð1� lDÞÞ

4len
ð43Þ

quzðp1Þ is obtained from Mathias and Butler (2006)’s Eq. (42),

quzðp1Þ ¼ i
aDcp1

b

� �1=2 Ju½iXð0Þ� þ aYu½iXð0Þ�
Jv ½iXð0Þ� þ aYv ½iXð0Þ�

� �
ð44Þ

where i2 ¼ �1;XðzDÞ ¼ 2 aDcp1e
ðaDk�aDc ÞzD

bðaDc�aDkÞ2
h i0:5

; u ¼ aDc=ðaDc � aDkÞ; v ¼
aDk=ðaDc � aDkÞ; a ¼ Ju½iXðmDÞ�=Yu½iXðmDÞ�; b ¼ Kzr2wD=Kr , and Jv and
Yv (or subscript u) are the vth-order (or uth-order) Bessel functions
of the first and second kind respectively.

The calculation of parameters in quzðp1Þ of Eq. (44) is the same
as that of Mathias and Butler (2006)’s Eq. (42) except there is a
conversion between the Laplace time p1 in the current paper and

the Laplace time p in their equation where p1 ¼ 2r2wlDSy
r2c

p.

HDðtÞ needs to be obtained by the inverse Laplace transform
numerically.

The Laplace transformed solution HD1ðp1Þ for a fully screened
aquifer can be obtained by simply setting dD ¼ 0 and lD ¼ 1: The
Laplace transformed solution and coefficients to the governing
Eq. (41) for the saturated flow only scenario are the same as those
for the unsaturated flow shown by Eqs. (41)–(44) except here
en ¼ nþ 1

2

� �
p and there is no need to obtain quzðp1Þ.

4. Application

A FORTRAN code was developed to calculate the Laplace trans-
formed hydraulic head from Eqs. (41)–(44). Following Barlow and
Moench (2011)’s WTAQ, De Hoog et al. (1982)’s inverse Laplace
transformalgorithmwas used to calculate the normalized hydraulic
head of Eq. (1). The applicability of the new solution is examined by
comparing the hydraulic heads from the new solution to the mea-
sured hydraulic heads of a field site and to the calculated heads from
the well-established KGS model (Hyder et al., 1994; Butler et al.,
1998) and the Bouwer and Rice model (Bouwer and Rice, 1976).

4.1. Application to field data and comparison with existing models

The new solution was applied to the data of three slug test wells
from a site at Fort Worth, Texas. These three slug wells mainly
tapped into the poorly sorted unconsolidated alluvial sediments
and fill materials. Detailed data regarding the well construction on
these three wells can be obtained from Houston and Braun
(2004)’s report. Assume that the slug injections were instantaneous
(though mechanical slugs were used in their field study), the
changes of normalized head at a late stage of these slug tests were
due to delayed yield and drainage from the moisture retention,
and the effect of a well bore skin is negligible. Both the log time vs.
normalized head (H/Ho) and time vs. log normalized headwere plot-
ted (Figs. 2 and 3). The log time vs. normalized head plots were to
examine the traditional semi-log fittings between the measured



Table 2
Comparison of hydraulic parameters estimated from the new solution and traditional models.

ModelsnParameters Kr (m/day) Kz (m/day) Ss (m�1) Sy ac (m�1) ak (m�1)

Well ST14-03a

New solution 2.76 2.59 3.5 ⁄ 10�5 0.1 1.5 150
KGS model 2.06 1.21 7.52 ⁄ 10�5

Bouwer & Rice model 2.27
Hvorslev 2.95

WSAICTA027a

New solution 2.24 2.16 5 ⁄ 10�5 0.10 1.2 350
KGS model 2.39 0.286 6.84 ⁄ 10�5

Bouwer & Rice model 1.89
Hvorslev 2.71

MW-12a

New solution 2.51 2.24 2 ⁄ 10�4 0.12 0.8 400
KGS model 1.55 1.08 1.8 ⁄ 10�3

Bouwer & Rice model 2.01
Hvorslev 2.85

a Hydraulic heads for slug tests from well ST14-03, WSAICTA027, and MW-12 were obtained from Houston and Braun, USGS.

Fig. 2. (a) log time vs. normalized head, (b) time vs. log normalized head plots for
well ST14-03 showing the best fit curves from the new solution, the KGS model, and
the Bouwer & Rice model to the measured slug test data. Notice the significant
improvement of the new solution for fitting the late slug test data which were
affected by unsaturated drainage.
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andmodeledheads (Figs. 2a and3a) for extracting the radial hydrau-
lic conductivity and specific storage coefficient. The heads from the
Bouwer and Ricemodel were not plotted in the log time vs. normal-
ized head plot because the Bouwer and Rice model is a semi-log
straight-line fitting model (Bouwer and Rice, 1976). It is clear that
normalized hydraulic heads from the new solution can match the
measured hydraulic heads well. The radial hydraulic conductivities
obtained by the new solution also are comparable to that from the
traditional KGS, Bouwer and Rice, and Hvorslev models (Table 2).

The time vs. log normalized head plots (Figs. 2b and 3b) were to
demonstrate the improvement in fittings betweenmodeled and the
measured hydraulic heads during the late stage of a slug test which
are affected more by the unsaturated flow and delayed yield. It also
helps the calibration of moisture capacity and relative conductivity
exponents and specific yield. The time vs. log normalized head plot
amplifies the moisture drainage effect during the late stage of the
slug test. It needs to be emphasized that two (WSAICTA027, and
MW-12) of the three slug wells have partially submerged screen
which allow significant unsaturated drainage above the water table
(seeHouston andBraun, 2004’s Table 4 on p. 11, for details about the
well screen) as shown by the measured data. In Figs. 2b and 3b, the
results from the new solution have shown excellent fittings to
measured data for the late stage of the tests when the unsaturated
drainage is important. This improved fitting is a significant
improvement over the KGS model. The addition of the unsaturated
flow in the new solution also allows the estimation of the specific
yield and moisture capacity and relative conductivity exponents
during the fitting process (Table 2) which is another advantage over
the traditional slug test model.

4.2. Parameter calibration and sensitivities

During thehydraulic headfittings and the parameter estimations
by the new solution in the above examples (Figs. 2 and 3), horizontal
(or radial) and vertical conductivities and specific storage were cal-
ibrated first because they are the prominent factors. Horizontal con-
ductivity was calibrated by fitting the modeled log time vs.
normalized head to that of measured while assigned a fixed initial
vertical conductivity and specific storage (Figs. 2a and 3a). Then,
the specific storagewas calibratedwith an assigned vertical conduc-
tivity. Finally, the vertical conductivity was calibrated by refining
the modeled andmeasured curvature slopes of log time vs. normal-
ized head plots. The normalized hydraulic head curve at the late
stage of the slug test were calibrated by moisture capacity (ac) and
relative conductivity (ak) exponents, and specific yield using the
time vs. log normalized head plot because this semi-log plot ampli-
fies the hydraulic head change in the late stage of a slug test when
the unsaturated flow dominates (Figs. 2b and 3b). One can reduce
the value of ac or increase the value of aK to force the log normalized
head vs. time curve to bendmore horizontally to match the effect of
long unsaturated drainage and delayed yield. The horizontal and
vertical hydraulic conductivity and the specific storagewere refined
at this late stage of calibration as well. Steps for calibrations of the
hydraulic parameters will be more obvious after the examinations
of their sensitivity plots in the following section.

The values of each hydraulic parameter were varied by a factor
of 10 in the sensitivity analyses. It can been seen in Figs. 4–6 that
the ‘‘Best Fit” curve from the new solution shown an excellent fit to
the measured hydraulic head from late stage of the slug test in
MW-12 well. For hydraulic heads from the early stage of a slug test



Fig. 6. (a) time vs. log normalized head plots of MW-12 showing the effect of, a, the
moisture retention exponent ac (m�1) and, (b) relative conductivity exponent ak (m�1),
onthefittingsof thehydraulichead fromthenewsolutionto themeasureddata.Values
of other parameters are listed in Table 1. The KGS model fit is shown as well.

Fig. 3. (a) log time vs. normalized head, (b) time vs. log normalized head plots for
well WSAICTA027 showing the best fit curves from the new solution, the KGS
model, and the Bouwer & Rice model to the measured data.

Fig. 5. (a) log time vs. normalized head plot of MW-12 showing the effect of specific
storage coefficient (m�1), and (b) time vs. log normalized head plot ofMW-12 showing
the effect of specific yield, on the curve fittings of the hydraulic head from the new
solution to the measured data. Values of other parameters are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 4. (a) log time vs. normalized head plots of MW-12 showing the effect of, a, the
horizontal conductivity Kr (m/day) and, (b) vertical conductivity Kz (m/day), on the
fittings of the hydraulic head from the new solution to the measured data. Values of
other parameters are listed in Table 1. Legend marked as ‘‘Best Fit Kr = 2.51” curve is
the best fit curve from the new solution and will have the same meaning in two late
figures.
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when the saturated flow dominates, changes of the normalized
hydraulic head are most sensitive to the changes of the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity Kr, and less sensitive to the changes of the
specific storage Ss, and least sensitive to the changes of the vertical
hydraulic conductivity Kz (Figs. 4 and 5a). The limitation for the
parameter estimation in the saturated flow from the new solution
is probably similar to that of Hyder et al. (1994)’s solution as dis-
cussed by Cardiff et al. (2011). For hydraulic heads from the late
stage of a slug test when moisture drainage and delayed yield exist
in an unsaturated flow, changes of normalized hydraulic head are
sensitive to moisture capacity exponents (ac), relative conductivity
exponents (ak) and specific yield (Sy) in the new solution (Figs. 5
and 6). Small values of ac or large values of ak (ac = 5, ak = 500 m�1)
relates more to the upward curvature and less gravitational drai-
nage release. Large specific yield correlates to a quick initial reduc-
tion in the normalized head (Fig. 5b). In the calibration, one also
needs to be careful that ac and ak are in reasonable ranges so that
moisture exponents bear physical meanings as discussed by other
researchers (Mathias and Butler, 2006; Moench, 2008).

5. Conclusions

A new semi-analytical solution considering the Richards’ equa-
tion for a vertical unsaturated flow was developed for a slug test in
the Laplace space. Comparing to traditional models, the new solu-
tion significantly improved the fittings of modeled to measured
normalized hydraulic heads during the late stage of a slug test
when the unsaturated drainage is important. This is apparent for
wells with a partially submerged screen where the unsaturated
drainage into the aquifer from above water table may be signifi-
cant. The new solution can be used to estimate and examine the
horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities, specific storage,
the ranges of moisture capacity and relative conductivity expo-
nents, and the specific yield that characterize both the saturated
and the unsaturated flow in an unconfined aquifer.
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Appendix

This appendix provides the derivation for the solution Eqs.
(41)–(43). The governing equation was given by Eq. (32). The
boundary conditions were given by Eqs. (33)–(37). Following
Moench (1997, 1998)’s approach, a solution to (32) that satisfies
(34) is given in a form of discrete Fourier transform in the zD direc-
tion with �f n as the coefficient:

�hD1ðrD; zD; pÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

�f nðrD;p1Þ cos½enðzD þ 1Þ� ðA1Þ

This setup is also similar to the solution setup by Sun (1997) for
groundwater flow in response to a wave boundary condition. The
boundary condition (35) adding the solution of unsaturated flow
�quzðp1Þ is:
@�hD1ðrD;0; tDÞ

@zD
¼ @�/D1ðrD;0; tDÞ

@zD
¼ ��quzðp1Þ�hD1ðrD;0; tDÞ ðA2Þ
Apply (A1), (A2) and evaluate at zd = 0,

�en tan en ¼ �quzðp1Þ ðA3Þ
where quzðp1Þ is given in (44) and en is the root of (A3) which can be
solved by trial and error method numerically.

Substituting (A1) into (32) gives:X1
n¼0

�f 00n þ
1
rD

�f 0n � ðe2nKD þ CDp1Þ�f n
� 	

cos½enðzD þ 1Þ� ¼ 0 ðA4Þ

From (A4), the following equation is obtained:

�f 00n þ
1
rD

�f 0n � ðe2nKD þ CDp1Þ�f n ¼ 0 ðA5Þ

(A5) is a modified Bessel’s differential equation and has the fol-
lowing general solution:

�f n ¼ CmI0ðknrDÞ þ CnK0ðknrDÞ ðA6Þ

where kn ¼ ðe2nKD þ CDp1Þ1=2, Io and Ko are the zero-order
modified Bessel function’s first and second kind, Cm and Cn are
coefficients that can be determined from the following
procedures.

By applying (33) and letting Cm = 0, (A6) is simplified to:
�f n ¼ CnK0ðknrDÞ ðA7Þ

Substituting (A7) into (A1) gives:

�hD1 ¼
X1
n¼0

CnK0ðknrDÞ cos½enðzD þ 1Þ� ðA8Þ

Differentiate (A8) over rD, evaluate at rD = 1, and equal it to (36):

@�hD1

@rD
jrD¼1 ¼ �

X1
n¼0

CnknK1ðknÞ cos½enðzD þ 1Þ�

¼ lD½�HDo þ pHD1ðp1Þ�UðzDÞ ðA9Þ

Define qs ¼ �HDo þ pHD1ðp1Þ; which is only a function of the
Laplace time p1. Multiplying the right two sides of (A9) by
cos½emðzD þ 1Þ� and integrating the cosine product over the interval
(�lD, �dD) when UðzDÞ ¼ 1, Eq. (A9) becomes:

X1
n¼0

CnknK1ðknÞ
lD

Z �dD

�lD

cos½enðzD þ 1Þ� � cos½emðzD þ 1Þ�dzD

¼ �qs

Z �dD

�lD

cos½enðzD þ 1Þ�dzD ðA10Þ

For the left side of (A10), let

zD ¼ �dD þ zD2ðlD � dDÞ ¼ �dD þ lzD2 where lD ¼ lD � dD

Because of the orthogonal property of the integral of

cosine products, only when n ¼ m;
R 0
�1 cos½emðlzD2 � dD þ 1Þ��

cos½enðlzD2 � dD þ 1Þ� does not equal to zero. Substituting zD2 for
zD in the left side of (A10), (A10) becomes:

CnknK1ðknÞ
Z 0

�1
cos2½enðlzD2 � dD þ 1Þ�dzD2

¼ �qs

Z �dD

�lD

cos½enðzD þ 1Þ�dzD ðA11Þ

Using cos2 a ¼ 1
2 þ 1

2 cosð2aÞ, define AðenÞ as:

AðenÞ ¼
Z 0

�1
cos2½enðlzD2 � dD þ 1Þ�dzD2

¼
Z 0

�1
f1=2þ 1=2 cos½2enðlzD2 � dD þ 1Þ�gdzD2

¼ 1
2
þ sin½2enð1� dDÞ� � sin½2enð1� lDÞ�

4len
ðA12Þ
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Integrate the right side of (A11) and simplify the result with
(A12),

CnknK1ðknÞAðenÞ ¼ �qs
sin½enð1� dDÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�

en
ðA13Þ

Rearrange (A13) for Cn,

Cn ¼ � qsfsin½enð1� dDÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�g
enknK1ðknÞAðenÞ ðA14Þ

Substitute (A14) into (A8). At rd = 1, (A8) is:

�hD1jrd¼1 ¼
X1
n¼0

CnK0ðknÞ cos½enðzD þ 1Þ�

¼ �qs

X1
n¼0

K0ðknÞfsin½enð1� dDÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�g cos½enðzD þ 1Þ�
enknK1ðknÞAðenÞ

ðA15Þ

From (37a) and (A15), �hsD1ð1; zd; p1Þ is approximated as the aver-
age of the integration of Laplace transformed head over interval
(�lD, �dD) for zD:

�hsD1ð1;zd;p1Þ

¼ �1
lD

Z �dD

�lD

qs

X1
n¼0

K0ðknÞfsin½enð1� dDÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�gcos½enðzD þ 1Þ�
enknK1ðknÞAðenÞ dzD

¼�qs

lD

X1
n¼0

K0ðknÞf½sinðenð1� dDÞÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�g2
e2nknK1ðknÞAðenÞ ¼ �qsG ðA16Þ

where

GðnÞ ¼ 1
lD

X1
n¼0

K0ðknÞfsin½enð1� dDÞ� � sin½enð1� lDÞ�g2
e2nknK1ðknÞAðenÞ ðA17Þ

Substituting (A16), (A9), and qs into (37) gives:

HD1ðp1Þ ¼ �hsD1ð1; zd; p1Þ � Sw
@�hD1ð1; zd;p1Þ

@rD
¼ �qsG� Swqs

¼ �½�HDo þ p1HD1ðp1Þ�ðSw þ GÞ ðA18Þ
Rearrange (A18),

HD1ðp1Þ ¼
HDoðSw þ GÞ

1þ p1ðSw þ GÞ ðA19Þ
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